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Goro is easy to learn, but a challenging casual game. You 5d3b920ae0

Title: Goro
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
VB Studio
Publisher:
VB Studio
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2017

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/7/8/8.1/10

Processor: 1.2 Ghz or faster processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM
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Frustrating but fun. RAGE Mood is ON !!! hahahahaha.damn . i will finished this game.. Ok, where do i start. First, the plot is
amazing. You are a dot going through various mazes for an unknown purpose. The graphics are IC. BOOTING UP THIS
GAME MADE ME LOSE NO NUT NOVEMBER INSTANTLY. The game control is just great, id prefer this game over
Counter strike, Rainbow Six Siege or any other AAA game out on the market.. Simple and plain 2D maze dodge game.
Contains only 12 levels, but the difficulty can keep you working on it for a while. Mostly you try to rescue yourself on one of
the unmined walls. There are speed pickups, portals and lots of bombs you have to dodge. Soundtrack is quite nice. Just the
menu contains strange names like "contunue".. Easy game. The achievements are easy too.. Too short, feels like a money grab.
Pretty nice pixel game 7/10. It's a good game,but only have 12 levels and the game seemed to be a little simple.. GORO IS THE
BEST GAME. fun and easy!
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